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Total gaming immersion and pinpoint accuracy
with the JBL Quantum 910 Wireless
Latest head tracking JBL Quantum headset launches at Gamescom 2022

London – 24th August, 2022 – Jump into the heart of the action with the JBL Quantum

910 Wireless headset. Free from wires and restrictions, the latest addition to the JBL Quantum

line-up features advanced head tracking for the ultimate immersive gaming experience.
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It’s time to gain the upper hand. The JBL Quantum 910 Wireless headset puts you in the centre

of every game, with the JBL QuantumSPHERE360™, JBL QuantumSPATIAL 360™ and

integrated head tracking. Built-in sensors precisely track the tiniest of head movements for a

next level sound placement and immersive in-game audio experience. Hear every footstep and

precisely locate enemies as sounds appear in a 3D, 360o space, giving you the competitive edge.

Next-gen 360-degree room emulation and JBL Quantum SURROUND replicates the sense of

space within virtual worlds more realistically, allowing for full game immersion.

 

“Being truly immersed in a game is the most thrilling part of gaming and audio plays a vital role

in this. It is amazing how 3D audio can create an immersive experience; however, it is pointless

if it is not combined with accuracy. For our JBL Quantum headsets, our proprietary algorithms

allow gamers to experience virtual worlds in added dimensions and with pinpoint accuracy,

outperforming the most popular surround sound technologies available for gaming headsets

today. In the JBL Quantum 910 Wireless, we have used proprietary algorithms and integrated

head tracking sensors that enable gamers to detect sounds and movements around them like

never before.” Alfredo Fernandez Franco, Senior Director of Immersive Audio,

HARMAN.

 

Leave distractions from the real world behind with powerful active noise cancelling and

concentrate on what really matters with JBL’s legendary sound quality. Use the flip-up-to-mute

boom microphone for supreme voice clarity, taking multiplayer games to a whole new level.

 

Compatible with all lifestyles and platforms, simply connect the headset to your PC, console or

mobile. 2.4 GHz wireless low latency connection and JBL QuantumSPHERE 360™ ensures you

have a competitive edge on the PC. Prefer PlayStation or Nintendo Switch? Connect your

headset and instantly be in the centre of every game with JBL QuantumSPATIAL 360™. On the

move? Bluetooth 5.2 connectivity and active noise cancelling provides an immersive on-the-go

gaming experience, even in the noisiest environments. Don’t run out of juice mid-game – top

up the 39 hours of battery life with play and charge using the USB charging cable for unlimited

gaming sessions.

 

The JBL Quantum 910 Wireless is on show at the JBL Quantum booth of Gamescom from 24th

to 28th August. It will be available from mid-September on uk.jbl.com for £229.99.

 

Features of the JBL Quantum 910 Wireless:



●      Dual Spatial Audio: JBL QuantumSPHERE 360™ and JBL QuantumSPATIAL 360™ audio

with integrated head tracking. Experience the very best spatial surround sound solution on PC

(JBL QuantumSPHERE360 & Head Tracking) and PlayStation (Head Tracking) via the USB-C

wireless connection

●      2.4GHz low latency wireless connection with USB-C and USB Type A adaptor included in

the box

●      5.2 Bluetooth wireless connectivity & 3.5mm jack included in the box

●      Up to 39 hours of battery life

●      Play and charge via USB charging cable for unlimited gaming sessions

●      50mm HARMAN custom hi-res certified drivers

●      Active Noise Cancelling technology for gaming

●      Flip-up-to-mute boom microphone with echo & noise suppression

●      Compatible with the JBL QuantumENGINE PC software
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ABOUT JBL

The JBL brand epitomizes the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like
Woodstock and concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL
products elevate listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every
moment. With 75 years of unmatched professional credentials and industry leading innovation, the JBL brand
expertly blends a bold vision of the future with the passion and talent of engineers and designers around the
globe. JBL’s Signature Professional Sound is the leading technology that powers major pop culture events, and
the brand has partnered with the world’s top talent across music, sports and esports.
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